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Introduction




Las Vegas is the renowned “city of lights,” where vibrant nightlife, bustling casinos, and world-class entertainment reign supreme. But did you know that it’s also a haven for art enthusiasts? The city houses numerous museums and captivating art installations that are guaranteed to astound you. Here is a list of museums and installations to get you started in exploring art in Las Vegas.
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The Mob Museum: A Glimpse into the Past




First on our list is the Mob Museum. This isn’t the conventional art museum you might expect, but it stands as a masterpiece in its own regard. The Mob Museum provides a comprehensive history of organized crime’s impact on America. It showcases artifacts, original-footage videos, and narrative banners across four floors. Going through the museum feels as though you’ve been whisked away and taken to a different timeline. Intriguing, isn’t it?




Details:
Address: 300 Stewart Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Hours: 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Daily
Phone Number: (702) 229-2734
Buy Tickets: Click here
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The Neon Museum: Where History Shines Bright




Next is the Neon Museum, also known as “The Neon Boneyard.” This museum preserves the most memorable neon signs from Las Vegas’ history. It’s like a graveyard, but you’ll find neon signs that once lit up the city’s skyline instead of tombstones.




Details:
Address: 770 Las Vegas Blvd N, Las Vegas, NV 89101, United States
Hours: 4:00 PM to 12:00 AM Daily
Phone Number: (702) 387-6366
Buy Tickets: Click here








Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art




Immerse yourself in fine art and culture right in the middle of the bustling Las Vegas Strip at the Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art, a treasure tucked away within the renowned Bellagio Resort. Here, art aficionados and casual observers alike can immerse themselves in a rotating showcase of masterpieces from globally acclaimed artists. Whether you’re a fan of Picasso and Van Gogh’s eternal masterpieces or drawn to the modern creations of Warhol, the gallery serves up a rich blend of artistry. It’s a place where diverse artistic expressions come alive, offering something for every art enthusiast. And the best part? It’s as affordable as it is captivating, making it a must-visit for anyone seeking a cultural fix in Sin City. So, why wait? Let’s dive into this artistic adventure and let the beauty of art bloom in our hearts.




Details:
Address: 3600 Las Vegas Fwy, Las Vegas, NV 89109, United States
Hours: 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM Daily 
Phone Number: (702) 693-7871
Buy Tickets: Click here
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Immersive Van Gogh




Are you ready for an art adventure? Let’s dive into the Immersive Van Gogh exhibition in Las Vegas. This isn’t your everyday art exhibit – it’s like stepping into Van Gogh’s mind. Imagine being surrounded by the swirling colors of The Starry Night or standing in a field of Sunflowers that seem to come alive around you.  The best part? You can find this magical experience at The Shops at Crystals. Jump into the Immersive Van Gogh exhibition and let art take over your senses.




Details:
Address:  Level 3 at The Shops at Crystals adjacent to ARIA Resort & Casino
Phone Number: (844) 307-4644
Buy Tickets: Click here








Perception Las Vegas




Ready for a journey through time and art? Let’s explore Perception, Las Vegas’ first permanent digital art museum —  a 17,000-square-foot space dedicated to the brilliance of Leonardo Da Vinci. Step in and be greeted by the Mona Lisa herself, telling her story in a way you’ve never heard before. Experience Da Vinci’s world through “Painting with Light,” a state-of-the-art audio-visual spectacle that brings his masterpieces to life. Delve into “The Last Supper” in a stunning 360-degree projection and explore his art in all forms. At Perception, you’ll be able to learn more about art through its impressive experience, because what better way to learn about art than immerse in it? Let’s dive into Perception and let art transform our reality.




Details:
Address:  2780 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89109, United States 
Hours: 11:00 AM to 8:00 PM Daily
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Area 15 Las Vegas




Looking for a futuristic experience right here in Vegas? Let’s teleport to AREA15, a futuristic wonderland just a hop, skip, and jump from the Strip. More than just your average entertainment complex – it’s a whole new universe of art, technology, and imagination. Picture this: live performances, immersive art installations, and cutting-edge tech, all under one roof. With unique spots like the Oddwood, Dueling Axes, and the mind-bending Omega Mart, every visit is a new adventure. So, why settle for the ordinary when you can explore the extraordinary? Let’s blast off to AREA15, where the only limit is your imagination.




Details:
Address:  3215 S Rancho Dr, Las Vegas, NV 89102, United States
Hours: 10:00 AM – 12:00 AM Daily 
Phone Number: Contact Area 15 through their website here. 
Buy Tickets: Click here
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Seven Magic Mountains




Let’s dive into the mesmerizing world of the Seven Magic Mountains. Picture this: you’re cruising down the I-15, the desert landscape stretching out around you, when suddenly, a burst of color catches your eye. That’s Seven Magic Mountains for you, a public art installation that’s as enchanting as its name suggests. Created by Swiss artist Ugo Rondinone, these towering totems of neon-painted limestone stand as a testament to the magic of art and nature colliding. It’s a sight that’s sure to make your Vegas trip unforgettable. So, are you ready to add a splash of color to your desert adventure?




Here is the location on Google Maps.

Remember, there’s a parking lot on-site for your convenience. Avoid parking on the street. Unfortunately, there’s no public transportation that goes directly to the installation site.

There is no admission fee to visit the installation. It is FREE and open to the public.








BODIES | The Exhibition: The Art of Anatomy




BODIES | The Exhibition is not for the faint of heart but is a fascinating exploration of the human body. It showcases 13 preserved human bodies, providing a unique look into the complexities of our anatomy. It’s like a biology class but with a touch of artistry and a dash of wonder.




Details:
Address: Luxor Hotel & Casino, 3900 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89119, United States
Phone Number: (800) 557-7428
Hours: May vary, check availability here
Buy Tickets: Click here
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Madame Tussauds: Where Wax Meets Art




Last but not least is Madame Tussauds, a museum famous for its wax figures of celebrities. From Drake to Elvis, you’ll find lifelike representations of your favorite stars. It’s like walking into a room full of celebrities, each one frozen in time.




Details:
Address: Grand Canal Shoppes at The Venetian Resort Las Vegas
Hours: 10:00 AM – 8:00 PM Daily
Phone Number: (702) 862-7800
Buy Tickets: Click here







Conclusion




Las Vegas is more than just casinos and nightlife. It’s a city that celebrates multiple art forms too. From the historical artifacts in the Mob Museum to the neon signs in the Neon Museum, there’s something for every art lover in this city. When you find yourself in the dazzling city of Las Vegas, don’t forget to take the chance to venture beyond the allure of slot machines and delve into its art scene. You might just find your new favorite piece of art.




Looking for more things to do with the family in Las Vegas? Check out our guide on the Best Experiences in Las Vegas!




For more exciting updates and insider tips on the best of Las Vegas, don’t forget to follow@melindasheckells
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FAQ’s






What are some other art installations in Las Vegas?



Las Vegas is home to numerous art installations, both permanent and temporary. Some popular ones include the Bliss Dance sculpture and the various murals around the city.







 Are there any art galleries in Las Vegas?



Indeed, Las Vegas boasts a multitude of art galleries that cater to various tastes. Among the notable establishments are the Martin Lawrence Galleries and the Trifecta Gallery.







Can I purchase art from these museums?



While most museums do not sell the art displayed, many have gift shops where you can purchase prints, postcards, and other items featuring the art.







Are these museums suitable for children?



Most museums in Las Vegas are family-friendly, but some exhibits, like BODIES | The Exhibition, may not be.
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Book your flight to Vegas!
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